Easter Blooms

ACROSS
1 The Swedish Nightingale
5 Stupid person
9 Lazy girl?
14 Major Joppolo’s post
19 “Dicks”
20 First name in jazz
21 In readiness
22 Red with rage
23 Short-lived blooms
25 Dietrich song
27 Sing Sing site
28 Ridicules
29 “___ My God to Thee”
30 Track star Sebastian
31 ___ gin fizz
32 Med. school subject
33 Easter, for one
36 Mustache remover
37 Theoretical
38 Piquancy
41 Furrino’s
42 Traditional Easter bloom
44 Genetic init.
45 “Windsor Beauties” painter
46 Furry fruit
47 ___ van der Rohe
48 Satiating
49 Common suffix
50 “The Boys from Brazil” actress
54 Savoir-faire
55 Church dignitaries
57 “___ for the Misbegotten”
58 Hair stylist’s iron
59 Hummingbirds do it
60 Her Nibs, Miss Georgia
61 European blackbird
62 Hungered for
64 “And ___ was one.”: “Merchant of Venice”
65 Words of opposite meaning
68 Drew a bead on
69 They’re orange with black spots
71 Moving truck
72 Ole Miss rival
73 Political influence
74 New Look designer
75 Mischiefous prank
76 Noshed
77 Extremely small
81 Extremely small: prefix
82 Generosity
84 Mishmasses
85 Blow a ___: hit the ceiling
86 Ms. Kett
87 Up to now
88 South Africa’s ___ Paul Kruger
89 Japanese religion
92 ___ precedent
93 Received warmly
96 Monet subject
100 “Inside USA” star
101 Worship

102 Flower, in Florence
103 Not twice
104 Traditional knowledge
105 Gogol’s “___ Bulba”
106 Kneads for a loop
107 Raisa’s refusal
108 Flanders stream
109 ___ ___: links feat
20 Yearly records
24 Hole ___: links feat
31 Wheel spokes
32 Quaker gray
33 Long Island town
34 Asparagus morsel
35 Precedor to Nagano
36 Grammy-winner Lou
37 Not native
38 “Nicholas Nickleby” character
39 Operating
40 Supply the refreshments
41 Distance runner
43 GI supplies
46 Wrote a bad check
48 Bridge maven
50 Washed
51 “Common Sense” author
52 Cautious color?
53 Having rounded projections
54 “The Godfather” author and family
56 “___ Parade”
58 More adorable
60 Tenor Beniamino
61 Burger garnish
62 Group of plotters
63 Gaucho’s lasso
64 ___ feuille: napoleon
65 AKA
66 Mother, in Madrid
67 Look down one’s nose at
69 OK city
70 Dostoevsky opus, with “The”
72 Mistress Quickly’s husband
75 In a woebegone way
77 Belles ___: fine
78 Back gate
79 Joyce book
80 “___ yellow ribbon round ___”
81 New Zealand native
83 Classes of species
85 Stemmed glass
87 Vowel sequence
89 Hit a fly
90 ___ fit: blew up
91 Take ___ leave it!
92 Provocative skirt feature
93 Counting-out rhyme start
94 Mugger repellent
95 Shut, in France
96 The Emerald Isle
97 Bambi, notably
99 Ands or buts complement
100 Singer Jon ___ Jovi